A formalism is presented for obtaining a normal form to be used in representing programs for compiler testing.
I. INTRODUCTION
In [Samet75] work is reported on a system designed to deal with the problem of proving ). This difficulty is further compounded when the programs to be proved are of such a complexity that they defy formal analysis (i.e. the exact meaning of the program is not even well understood).
Proofs using assertions generally require the aid of a theorem prover and in the case of a compiler they may be characterized as proving that there does not exist a program that is incorrectly translated by the compiler.
We OPCODE is a PDP-10 instruction optionally suffixed by @ which denotes indirect addressing.
The Thus there is a need for more than just a symbolic representation.
We also need a means of representing the order of execution of various computations.
For example, INTERSECTION(CDR(U),V) is only computed once in figure 2 whereas in figure I its computation is called for at two separate instances.
Moreover, it is computed before MEMBER(CAR(U),V) rather than afterward.
In this case we must be able to prove that no side-effect computation (e.g. an operation having the effect of a RPLACA or RPLACD) can occur between the instance of computation of INTERSECTION(CDR(U),V) and the instances of its instantiation.
This information is obtained via flow analysis.
Conflicts with respect to the order of computing functions are resolved by use of an additional intermediate representation which reflects the instances at ~:ich various computations were performed.
It is the task of the proof procedure to verify that these variations preserve equivalence. Equivalence can be tested by the method of truth tables or by use of the following axioms to transform any gbf into an equivalent one.
The above axioms can be used to transform any gbf into a normal form which is a binary tree whose nonterminal nodes correspond to variables taking on values of T or NIL and whose terminal nodes represent general valued variables.
There is a normal form algorithm for both weak and strong equivalence -the difference being that during the process of obtaining the normal form for strong equivalence, axiom (I) can not be used at will. We define the base predicates in LISP to be the functions EQ,ATOM, and EQUAL which are known to return T or NIL.
All gbfs whose predicate part is not one of the previous, are replaced using the following transformation:
(predicate~conclusion,alternative) = (EQ(predicate,NIL)~alternative,conclusion) each time a number is assigned, it is higher than any number previously assigned.
an atomic symbol is assigned a number.
(2) a function f(arg ,arg ,...,arg ) is numbered 1 2 n in the order arg , arg ,..., arg , followed by I 2 n assigning a number to f. 
((EQ U NIL)-V, ((EQ (MEMBER (CAR U) V) NIL) -(UNION (CDR U) V), (UNION (CDR U) (CONS (CAR U) V))))
( (14 i0 
The second phase corresponds to making use of axioms (2),(3),(5), and (6) to get rid of duplicate occurrences of predicates as well as redundant computations. The latter is the case when a computation such as (CAR U) in figures 3 and 5 is computed more than once along a computation path with no intervening computations that might cause the two instances to have different values (i.e. no computations having side-effects). Briefly, some other steps are necessary to properly deal with assignments to SPECIAL variables and side-effect computations such as RPLACA and RPLACD.
We use a mechanism that views these operations as two-parted.
One corresponds to the act of assignment and the other to the process of returning a value. We decouple these two components.
This enables us to be able to deal with cases where acts of assignment are redundant as is the case when a value is assigned to a SPECIAL variable without any access of the said variable prior to a subsequent assignment.
In this case, the act of computing the new value being assigned in the first case is not redundant while the actual act of assignment is redundant.
We have seen that the numeric representation of a LISP function has the property that associated with each constituent computation is a number which is greater than the numbers associated with the computation's predecessors and at the same time less than the numbers associated with the computation's successors.
This approach, henceforth referred to as breadth first, was necessary in order to properly execute the binding and condition expansion part of the normal form algorithm (also the only possible numeric representation prior to its execution). The duplicate computation removal phase, and more importantly the matching phase (i.e. the proof of the equivalence of the representations corresponding to the source and object programs), requires an even stronger criterion.
We wish the numeric representation to have the afore-mentioned properties plus the property that all computations with the same computation number have been computed simultaneously.
By After applying the first two phases of form algorithm we have:
with the numeric representation:
( ( Recalling our characterization of the normal form as a tree, we see that the numbering scheme that we require, known as depth first, has the property that all computations performed solely in the right subtree have a higher computation number associated with them than the numbers associated with computations performed solely in the left subtree.
In fact, this is the basis of the algorithm used to convert a breadth first numeric representation to a depth first numeric representation. In the proof liberal use is made of axioms (I),(2),(3),(5), and (6) as well as substitution of equals for equals.
there is a problem.
The proof system must prove that (INTERSECTION (CDR U) V) can be computed simultaneously and before the test (~MBER (CAR U) V).
In other words, we must be able to prove that the act of computing (MEMBER (CAR U) V) can be postponed to a point after computing (INTERSECTION (CDR U) V).
Thus we are proving the correctness of a factoring-like optimization.
Once it is shown that figure 12 can be transformed to yield figure ii, the process is repeated by assigning to the computations in figure 11 higher numbers than those in figure 12 and proving that figure 11 can be transformed to yield figure 12. 
